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Abstract Most mobile health management application stores and manages
user's health information in local memory. However, in u-Health Service,
healthcare information is transmitted to healthcare server and provides
integrated analysis and care service. Therefore, in mobile healthcare, it is
necessary to transmit healthcare information to server. If healthcare information
is not safely transmitted to server, there is a risk of being tapped, counterfeited
or modified. In order to solve such problems, it is necessary to introduce a
secure data transmission model between mobile device and server to facilitate
safer data transmission. Therefore, this research paper proposes a data
transmission model so that confidentiality of healthcare information is not
compromised during transmission process.
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Introduction

With explosive growth in use of smartphones, the number of applications that provide
healthcare information is increasing. This phenomenon appears to reflect a greater
increase in health and diseases according to population aging. Growth of wireless
communications technology led to a research on wearable devices, increasing the case
of mobile devices handling healthcare information [1][2]. Mobile health applications
are divided into behavior tracing, physical monitoring, weight reduction diet
prescription, exercise methods, medical/healthcare information service, physical
management program and integrated healthcare program [3][4][5]. Among them,
since personal healthcare information can be transmitted to physical monitoring
program [6], medical/healthcare information service and physician management
program, there is a possibility of infringement on personal information between server
and mobile device [7]. In general, infringement type during data transmission process
includes infringement on data confidentiality such as tapping and infringement on
data integrity such as counterfeiting and modification of transmitted data [8]. This
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research deals with secure transmission model to solve infringement accident that
occurs between server and mobile device application.
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Vulnerability between mobile application and server

In order to prevent unauthorized user from leaking, damaging or modifying
information, confidentiality, integrity and usability of data must be maintained.
Infringement risk can be reduced if confidentiality and integrity of data can be
preserved when personal healthcare information is transmitted from mobile
application to server. The example in Figure 1 shows the types of data infringement.
In (a), an application creates and transmits a http message that contains blood pressure
values in SBP = 138 and DBP = 82. Http message is text-based and can be leaked
during transmission via sniffing tools such as Wireshark.

Fig. 1. Scenario of violation data between application and server

In (b), when the blood pressure value (138,82) entered in mobile device is
transmitted over http message, spoofing tools such as burp suite can tap the http
message and modify it to different values (113,75). It results in infringement on data
integrity as the counterfeited values are stored in Bio DB.
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Scenario for secure transmission

In order to prevent infringement on data confidentiality and integrity, data must be
encrypted for transmission. Data confidentiality between mobile application and
server can be maintained using RC4 encryption algorithm. RC4 is a method used in
WET, TLS and RDP. It has faster processing speed but has a weakness in security.
Spritz method is adopted in this paper to improve upon this weakness. As a response
to infringement on data integrity, MD5 encryption algorithm was used to obtain and
transmit the hash key values of the message being transmitted. Unlike RC4 method,
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MD5 uses hash key values to verify if the message has been damaged in an attempt to
check if the message being transmitted has been counterfeited or modified. If these
two methods are used simultaneously, both data integrity and confidentially can be
maintained

Fig. 2. Encryption and Decryption between application and server
As shown in Figure 2, mi, bio-information inputted into mobile application (e.g.,
blood pressure and blood sugar), is hashed along with the key Ki using MD5 method
to create MAC(Message Authentication Code). The created code is integrated into mi
and encrypted as Em using Spritz algorithm and then transmitted to the server. The
server receives encrypted message Em and goes through decryption process in reverse
direction to verify if the original message mi has been counterfeited. The MAC value
obtained by hashing the original message is compared to MAC value within the
message. If they do not match, it is judged a counterfeit and the server rejects the
transmitted message. Thus, infringement on confidentiality and integrity of data is
prevented.
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Conclusion

Recently, there has been an increase in the number of mobile healthcare management
applications. As a result, privacy infringements are expected to occur during
transmission of healthcare information. This paper, as a solution to solve data
confidentiality and integrity during transmission of personal healthcare information
such as blood sugar and blood pressure using mobile application, proposed an
encryption transmission scenario based on the method that integrates Spritz
encryption method and MD5 method. There should be further empirical researches
and experiments on preventing privacy infringement under a variety of situations with
various types of infringement scenario in mobile devices
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